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Transparent Rigid PVC Film Roll (For Packaging
Industry)

Capacity:

0

Plant and machinery cost:

0.00 Lakh

Working Capital:

0.00 Lakh

Rate of return(ROR):

0.00 %

Break Even Point (BEP):

0.00 %

TCI:

0.00 Lakh

Cost of Project:

0.00 Lakh

Transparent Rigid PVC Films & Sheets are primarily used for signage, photo frames, Box windows,
advertisement display stands & smart cards. These sheets are offset printable, fusable & offer excellent
transparency & light transmission. They can be used as replacement for Acrylic sheets for thickness below
1.5 mm. These sheets also come with removable protective masking film on both sides for avoiding
scratches & nail marks.
The market number for transparent rigid PVC film is derived on the basis of both primary and secondary
research. Evaluation of the share of various sides transparent rigid PVC film suppliers based on product
type, transparent color and application through secondary research and data validation through primary
interactions. The demand scope of the market is estimated of the basis of penetration of transparent rigid
PVC film in various applications. Initially, in-depth secondary research is done to have the idea about
overall market size, top industry players, industry associations, etc.
The rigid transparent plastics market is driven by its easy-to-handle, durable, and lightweight
characteristics. These are widely employed in the food & beverage industry for manufacturing packaging
covers or materials. Growth in the food & beverage industry has a direct impact on the consumption of rigid
transparent plastics for packaging. Rigid plastic packaging accounted for more than 15% share of usage in
the food & beverages industry. Many developed countries are shifting to packaging covers made from clear
plastics; primarily, polypropylene and polystyrene.

NIIR Project Consultancy Services (NPCS) is a reliable name in the industrial world for offering integrated technical consultancy services. Its various services are:
Pre-feasibility study, New Project Identification, Project Feasibility and Market Study, Identification of Profitable Industrial Project Opportunities, Preparation of
Project Profiles and Pre-Investment and Pre-Feasibility Studies, Market Surveys and Studies, Preparation of Techno-Economic Feasibility Reports, Identification
and Selection of Plant and Machinery, Manufacturing Process and or Equipment required, General Guidance, Technical and Commercial Counseling for setting
up new industrial projects and industry. NPCS also publishes varies technology books, directory, databases, detailed project reports, market survey reports on
various industries and profit making business. Besides being used by manufacturers, industrialists and entrepreneurs, our publications are also used by Indian
and overseas professionals including project engineers, information services bureau, consultants and consultancy firms as one of the input in their research.
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